Scaffold-based repair for cartilage healing: a systematic review and technical note.
The aim of this systematic review was to address the treatment of chondral and osteochondral knee lesions through the use of scaffolds, by showing surgical options and results of this scaffold-based repair approach for the healing of the articular surface. All studies published in English addressing cartilage scaffold-based treatment were identified, including those that fulfilled the following criteria: (1) Levels I to IV evidence addressing the outlined areas of interest, (2) measures of functional or clinical outcome, (3) knee cartilage lesions, and (4) minimum of 2 years of follow-up. The analysis showed a progressively increasing number of articles per year from 1995 to February 2012. The number of selected articles was 51, with 40 focusing on 2-step procedures and 11 focusing on 1-step procedures. The evaluation of evidence level showed 3 randomized studies, 10 comparative studies, 33 case series, and 5 case reports. Regenerative scaffold-based procedures are emerging as a therapeutic option for the treatment of chondral lesions, but well-designed studies are lacking. Systematic long-term evaluation of these techniques and randomized studies are necessary to confirm the potential of this treatment approach, especially compared with the available traditional treatments. Different 1-step scaffold-based strategies are emerging to simplify the procedure and reduce costs. Level IV, systematic review of Level I to IV studies.